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Alexis Narotzky
On January 4, 2022, customers who purchased tickets via Ticketmaster since July 2021
sued Ticketmaster and its parent company Live Nation Entertainment, Inc. (“Live Nation”)1
alleging “widespread monopolization” related to fees charged with all ticket purchases.2 This
litigation is a follow-up to a January 2021 complaint alleging the same.3 In response to the initial
complaint, Ticketmaster changed its arbitration forum from JAMS to New Era ADR (“New Era”).4
New Era launched the first fully virtual arbitration and mediation platform on April 20,
5
2021. It promises to resolve all disputes in less than 100 days and “save[] businesses of all sizes
up to 90% in time and expenses.”6 New Era’s co-founders were lawyers who saw how beneficial,
but long, the process of ADR could be.7 They conceived New Era to function as “a wizardized
platform” with more streamlined procedures, encouraging resolution quicker.8 Most notably, New
Era has modernized the process by allowing the parties to communicate concisely through
digitizing “the management of multiple cases, messages between all parties, document
management, video-conferencing, multi-party calendaring, payments, and reports.”9
Plaintiff’s complaint raises important issues regarding New Era’s procedures.10 New Era
offers standard arbitration, which promises to resolve disputes in 100 days or less.11 In addition,
they offer expedited arbitration—used by Ticketmaster—which promises to resolve disputes
within 45 to 60 days.12 To achieve this fast resolution, New Era limits the amount of evidence to
“the lesser of 10 total files, 25 pages across all files or 25MB of aggregate uncompressed uploads
1
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for expedited arbitrations.”13 The evidence permissible is minimal compared to the traditional
JAMS forum.14 Additionally, the arbiter can rule on documentary evidence without a virtual
hearing if he/she chooses.15 While this platform saves companies’ time, one could argue that this
process is too hasty.16 The thoroughness of a decision rendered is questionable when there is a
finite time limit, minimal evidence allowed, and the possibility of no hearing at all. However,
New Era’s platform will most certainly save the parties time through swift resolution.
The pricing model of New Era differs as well. The principal difference is that New Era
allows companies to pay for a subscription in which New Era is “on retainer.”17 New Era enters
an agreement with a company to determine the subscription pricing, dependent on factors such as
prior litigation history.18 Ultimately, Ticketmaster ends up paying the simple retainer whether
there is one suit or thousands.19
New Era promises important advances in ADR by reducing the time it takes to resolve a
dispute. Nevertheless, no platform is a panacea, and the complaint against Ticketmaster raises
notable concerns about the new platform.
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